Diagnosis and treatment of Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia in a twin pregnancy
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia (WM) is a rare neoplastic disease with bone marrow involvement and overproduction of immunoglobulin M (IgM). The clinical manifestations range from asymptomatic disease diagnosed incidentally to severe pancytopenia and hyperviscosity syndrome. This disease is incredibly rare in women of reproductive age, let alone pregnancy. Case Report: The patient presented here was diagnosed with WM during her first trimester. Due to disease severity, she required both plasmapheresis and rituximab. She delivered healthy twin infants vaginally at 34 weeks gestation, after induction of labor for preeclampsia with severe features. Conclusion: This case highlights the need for a high index of suspicion, and early multidisciplinary involvement to obtain good outcomes for the mother-fetal dyad.
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INTRODUCTION

Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia (WM) is a lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma characterized by increased immunoglobulin M protein [1]. Epigenetic changes have been implicated in the pathophysiology of this condition [2]. Current therapy for this disease varies widely based on severity of symptoms and the individual patient, and asymptomatic patients are frequently not treated. These regimens include rituximab, cyclophosphamide, dexamethasone, bortezomib, and bendamustine, an alkylating agent that has been shown to be relatively safe and efficacious in multiple myeloma, among numerous additional agents [3, 4]. Current therapies are not curative, and patients eventually relapse [5]. The yearly incidence rate in million person years is 1.7 among women and 3.4 among men [6]. However, the incidence is much lower in women of reproductive age, with a yearly incidence of 0.1 new cases per million women <45 years old, and an incidence of 16.4 per million women >75. The exceedingly low incidence of WM makes a co-occurrence with pregnancy extremely rare, with only two previously published cases [7, 8].

CASE REPORT

We present a case of WM diagnosed and treated during pregnancy. The patient is a 30-year-old Caucasian female who initiated prenatal care for her second pregnancy. Her past medical, surgical, and family history were not significant. Specifically, the patient did not have a family history of WM. She established prenatal care at 12 weeks gestation and was noted to have a marked splenomegaly on physical exam and pancytopenia on routine prenatal complete blood count. Her hemoglobin was 9.1 mg/dL, white blood cells (WBCs) count was 2.8 K/uL,
and platelets were 134 K/uL. Further workup showed an abnormal kappa/lambda ratio (3.02) and an IgM level of 3200 mg/dL. Serum electrophoresis exhibited IgM kappa paraprotein, and a bone marrow biopsy demonstrated a lymphoplasmacytic proliferation (CD5 negative, CD10 negative, small B lymphocytes, and clonal plasma cells). Molecular studies did not detect MYD88 L265P mutation. Chromosomal analysis exhibited the following: 92-127,XXXX<4n>,del(1)(q32q42),add(19) (p13)x2[cp2]/46,xx[18]. Peripheral smear demonstrated pancytopenia with normochromic normocytic anemia, rouleaux formation, and red cell agglutination.

With her new diagnosis, she was placed on prophylactic low molecular weight heparin, which was continued through the postpartum period. She received weekly laboratory surveillance comprising of complete blood count, IgM levels, and viscosity levels. At 22 weeks of gestation, plasmapheresis was performed for new onset hyperviscosity symptoms of fatigue and left arm numbness with an IgM level over 5000 mg/dL and a blood viscosity of 1.7 cP. After plasmapheresis, the patient’s IgM levels decreased to 1860 mg/dL. The patient then began therapeutic plasmapheresis every three weeks for four hours. She was also given 100 mg prednisone daily for five days following each plasmapheresis treatment in addition to rituximab 375 mg/m² every 56 days (received two cycles during her pregnancy). She had marked clinical and laboratory improvement with treatment. As is routine in our institution, fetal monitoring was performed during plasmapheresis. Fetal status always remained reassuring. In addition, growth of both fetuses remained within normal limits throughout gestation. At 34 weeks gestation, she was noted to have elevated blood pressures up to 170/95. She denied any associated symptoms including headache, shortness of breath, blurry vision, or abdominal pain. Laboratory workup for preeclampsia was significant for an alanine aminotransferase (ALT) of 85 u/L. Given this diagnosis of preeclampsia with severe features, induction of labor was performed. She delivered twin A spontaneously and twin B via forceps-assisted delivery due to non-reassuring fetal heart tones.

After delivery, the patient had a mild postpartum hemorrhage (estimated blood loss 600 mL), for which she received uterotonic agents and tranexamic acid. She was discharged home on postpartum day 3 in stable condition. However, the following day, the patient complained of left upper quadrant pain. She was noted to be tachycardic (120 bpm) and was readmitted for further evaluation. She had significant neutropenia (WBC 0.9 K/uL). Blood cultures ultimately grew Clostridium perfringens, suspected GYN source. She received intravenous (IV) piperacillin/tazobactam and clindamycin and demonstrated clinical improvement. Her leukopenia improved (3.2 K/uL).

Approximately four weeks after delivery, the patient started therapy with rituximab and bendamustine. She chose to forego breastfeeding in order to begin more aggressive therapy. Rituximab crosses the placenta and is present in human breast milk, though the relative infant dose is expected to be 0.08%. It is unknown what effects bendamustine has on pregnancy and lactation, and as such, is not recommended.

Both of the patient’s infants are doing well with no major complications. Twin A weighed approximately 2070 grams at birth and was in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) for 12 days. This child had some difficulty feeding and had a nasogastric tube placed for two days. Twin B weighed approximately 1500 grams and was in the NICU for 14 days. Neither child experienced any complications or infections, and both children were discharged home in stable condition.

Of note, consideration for an alternative diagnosis of splenic marginal zone lymphoma was made, but due to the patient’s hyper IgM and associated hyperviscosity, her diagnosis is more consistent with WM.

**DISCUSSION**

Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia exists in both sporadic and familial forms. Up to 80% of patients have some form of chromosomal abnormality [9]. The
chromosomal changes in the sporadic and familial forms are similar, and an association with a deletion on the long arm of chromosome 6 has been found in up to 50% of patients [10]. The tumor suppressor BLIMP 1 is found in this location and it is hypothesized that partial or complete deletion of these gene yields a genetic predisposition to WM. Given the patient had no family history of this disease, she is presumed to have the sporadic form of the disease. The patient has not yet had genetic testing performed on any of her children. Relapse is almost inevitable for patients with WM, and research is lacking on guidance for subsequent pregnancies. The manufacturers of her current therapy, bendamustine, advise avoiding conception for at least six months after treatment.

This case highlights the need for increased investigation of rare hematological diseases in pregnancy. The differential for asymptomatic splenomegaly and pancytopenia in pregnancy is broad. In this case, early aggressive workup led to the diagnosis of WM. This allowed a plan of treatment to be developed early in pregnancy and raised suspicion and awareness for the development of related symptoms and disease comorbidities.

CONCLUSION

The patient presented in this case provides a look at the unique intersection of a rare lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma with a twin pregnancy. The patient underwent significant workup during her pregnancy to reach the diagnosis, and her treatment course was significantly altered by pregnancy. Ultimately, conservative and symptomatic management was provided over the course of the pregnancy in the form of rituximab and plasmapheresis until the delivery of healthy twins. After delivery, the patient chose to forego breastfeeding in order to start more definitive therapy with bendamustine.
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